Risk management rules

Risk Management
“You can’t be successful in business without taking risks, it’s
really that simple”
-

Quick rules
reference

Adena Friedman

Game Overview:
The goal of the game is to be the group who most accurately
identifies the potential risk according to their likelihood and impact
on you cooperative. The game takes place in real time, which
means that as a cooperative you must be as effective as possible
while discussing and identifying which risk tiles are needed to
complete your risk matrix.
Which cooperative will be able to finish their unique matrix first and
safely navigate the pitfalls of running a cooperative?

Materials:
48x - Risk Tiles
(print as 5 x 5 cm double sided)

8x – Reference Card
(Print as 150 X 45 single sided)
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12x - Risk Matrix Player Boards
(print as 7x25 cm single sided)

Overview: Be the first
team to finish their risk
matrix.
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Game Concepts:
Risk matrix
This game utilizes a risk matrix (fig. 1) that has 2 axis: Impact and
Likelihood
•
•

Impact: how severe the consequences and costs of the risk is
Likelihood: how likely the risk is to become a reality.

Fig. 1 a quick example of a risk matrix

Risk Matrix:
two values:
Impact & Likelihood

3 levels of severity:
Low, Medium & High

By categorizing these two factors into low-medium-high we get a
manageable way to calculate and identify potential risks and how
much we should prepare for them.

Risk tiles:

Fig. 2 Risk tiles front and back

Risk tiles (fig. 2) represent some of the
potential risks & hazards that your
cooperative might run into. On the
front side is the name of the potential
risk. On the back is a simplified
representation of the risks position
within a risk matrix. The tiles are colour coded (fig. 3) and use distinct
iconography for easy distinction between the levels of severity and
the type of risk factor (likelihood & impact) the risk represents to you
Cooperative.
remember! During gameplay these are always “front” side face up.
They only flip when calculating score at the end of the game.
Fig. 3 reference sheet for colours and icons
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Risk tiles:
Front: Risk or hazard
Back: likelihood & impact

Remember:
Always have the tiles front
up during gameplay.
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Risk matrix boards:
Each risk matrix Boards gives the group a specific number of Risk to
identify. Finding a Risk tiles and correctly populating the group’s risk
matrix is the aim of the game.
Remember! Always distribute these facedown at the beginning of the
game.
The same colour and icon references are used for both
the risk tiles and Risk matrix boards
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Risk matrix:
Correctly populating the
risk matrix is the aim of
the game.
Remember
Distribute matrix boards
face down.
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Set up:
1. Split the class into 2-4 groups of 3 – 4 people.
2. Decide the length of the game by dealing out a specific number of
risk matrix Boards, face down, to each group of players:
• Short: give each group 1 risk matrix boards
• Medium: give each group 2 risk matrix boards
• Long: give each group 3 risk matrix boards
3. Place all the Risk tiles, front side up (the side with the risk), in the
middle of the table.
4. Set the sand timer within reach of all groups.
Fig. 4 example of finished setup just after flipping risk matrix boards.
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Set up:
•
•
•

•

Split into groups of 34.
Deal 1-3 matrix
board. Face down.
Place all risk tiles in
the middle of the
table. Face up.
take the sand timer.
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How to play:

How to play:

At a given signal all groups flip over their Matrix board and start
identifying which types of risks they need to find.

Flip over the matrix
boards

Simultaneously all groups discuss their options and populates their
matrix boards by taking tiles from the centre of the table. Once a tile has
been picked up by a player, they have made their choice and must place
the tile on one of their matrix boards.

Fill out matrix board with
risk tiles.

Once placed on a matrix board the tile may not be moved, once a
decision has been made it is final.
Since the game is real time there is no turns, play continues until one
group fills in all their matrix boards.
The first group to fill all their matrix boards starts a 1 minute timer.
When the timer runs out all other groups must stop, the game is over,
then scores are tallied.

Fig. 5 John is considering weather to add fire (2) or Embezzlement (3) to the matrix
board. he can place them on a, c or d. but not b since a tile is already there.
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When one group fills
their entire matrix board
flip timer
When timer runs out
game is over
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Final Scoring:
All groups flip their tiles over and check if the risk tiles are correctly
placed on the risk matrix boards. And score points as follows:
•
•
•
•

If you managed to correctly identify both the likelihood and
impact you get 2 points.
If you manage to correctly identify one of likelihood and impact
you get 1 point.
If you get both incorrectly you lose 1 point ( -1 points)
All unfilled spaces on a matrix board are worth 0 points.

The group with the highest score wins, in case of a tie the group who
filled out more of their risk matrix is the winner, if the tie persists you
share a joint victory as all tied cooperatives managed to identify
potential risks and succeed.

Fig. 6 John starts by flipping over the tiles and compares them with the matrix. in the end
he scores 2 points for this matrix
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Final Scoring:
Both values correct: 2p
One value correct: 1p
Empty square: 0p
Both incorrect: -1p

Highest score wins, if tied
most filled out matrix
wins.
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Variants:
“Slow and steady”:
This variant promotes more discussion and deeper discourse but makes
the game significantly longer. When using this variant you can put away
the timer, it will not be needed.
The setup and basic elements remain the same (scoring, placing of tiles
on the matrix board etc.) but the game structure changes significantly.
Instead of playing a real-time game each group takes turns drafting tiles
from the center of the table.
Just before flipping up the player boards randomly determine which
group should start and go clockwise from that group. When it’s not your
turn use that time to discuss options with you group.
When it becomes your groups turn pick a risk tile from the middle of the
table and put it on a space of your risk matrix board. When all boards are
full points are tallied according to standard rules.
If a tie occurs the group that went later in turn order wins the tie.
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Slow and Steady:
Longer game but
promotes deeper
discussion.
Same setup and general
rules
Instead of real-time, Turn
based.
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“All for one”:
All participants play on the same team, making it a cooperative game. At
the start of the game deal out 4 random matrix boards. the rounds are
timed depending on difficulty:

All for one:
Fully cooperative game
mode.

Easy: 15 minutes
Medium: 10 minutes

Difficulty based on time

Hard: 5 minutes
The goal of this variant is to complete the boards within the time
allotted.
If time runs out and all boards are not filled the group loses.

New scoring:

If you manage to fill the matrix board, tally the scores:

Both correct: 1 p

for everyone you get both right you get 1 point

One correct: 0 p

for everyone you get one right you get 0 points

both incorrect: -1 p

for everyone you get both wrong -1 point
If you get less than 0 points: A comet obliterated your cooperative
because of your poor understanding of risks.

less than 0 p: Very Bad

0-4 points: A forest fire left your cooperative in ruins, will you be able to
rebuild it?

5 - 9 p: Good

5-9 points: you successfully accounted for many of the risks leaving your
cooperative in a great position to flourish
10-14 points: because of your accurate predictions and insightful
decision your cooperative flourishes becoming a local business to be
reckoned with!
15-16 points: your almost god-like perceptiveness has garnered your
cooperative with a reputation for excellence and your produce are
exported all over the world.
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0 - 4 p: Bad

10 – 14 p: Very Good
15 – 16 p: Spectacular

